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CCIE-level Cisco routing and switching guide for every CCNP Preparing for the CCIE Routing and Switching lab exam typically
involves deep and lengthy study. But if you already possess the Cisco CCNP Routing and Switching certification, you already
know much of what you’ll need to succeed on CCIE’s labs. This book will help you quickly bridge your remaining knowledge gaps
and make the most of everything you already know. CCIE Routing and Switching v5.1 Foundations addresses every segment of
the CCIE R&S Version 5 blueprint, helping you focus your study where it will do the most good: intense hands-on practice to
deepen your current knowledge and thorough explanations of theoretical topics you haven’t yet encountered. Based on the
author’s industry-recognized CCIE prep classes, it includes 40+ detailed labs for real gear and platform emulators; structured
illustrations of protocol and feature operation; and topic-specific labs to drive the theory home. It includes a full lab walkthrough of
a complex configuration reflective of the actual CCIE–ensuring that you thoroughly understand the technologies and interactions
you’re reading about. Discover the physical topology for any network deployment Master Spanning Tree Protocol (STP)
foundations and advanced features Deploy and optimize PPP and use its full set of capabilities Implement Dynamic Multipoint
VPNs (DMVPNs) from start to finish Use IP Prefix lists in prefix filtration, packet filtering, and other applications Handle any RIPv2
deployment scenario n Implement EIGRP, including classical and named operation modes and interoperation Use advanced
OSPF techniques, including route filtration, LSA operation, stub configurations, and update filtering Understand what happens
when you perform redistribution, and manage problematic scenarios Manage complex BGP capabilities, including Adjacency State
Machine Operate IPv6 in complex network environments, including DMVPN Focus on QoS mechanisms that CCIE still covers,
including traffic marking, classification, policing, and shaping Deploy IPsec VPN solutions including GRE/IPSec tunnel mode, multisite VPN technologies, and their encryption Implement multicasting in environments requiring end-to-end IPv4 and IPv6 transport
Address operational and deployment issues involving MPLS VPNv4 tunnels
All the CCNA Security 640-554 commands in one compact, portable resource Preparing for the latest CCNA® Security exam?
Here are all the CCNA Security commands you need in one condensed, portable resource. Filled with valuable, easy-to-access
information, the CCNA Security Portable Command Guide is portable enough for you to use whether you’re in the server room or
the equipment closet. Completely updated to reflect the new CCNA Security 640-554 exam, this quick reference summarizes
relevant Cisco IOS® Software commands, keywords, command arguments, and associated prompts, and offers tips and examples
for applying these commands to real-world security challenges. Throughout, configuration examples provide an even deeper
understanding of how to use IOS to protect networks. Topics covered include • Networking security fundamentals: concepts,
policies, strategies, and more • Securing network infrastructure: network foundations, CCP, management plane and access, and
data planes (IPv6/IPv4) • Secure connectivity: VPNs, cryptography, IPsec, and more • Threat control and containment: strategies,
ACL threat mitigation, zone-based firewalls, and Cisco IOS IPS • Securing networks with ASA: ASDM, basic and advanced
settings, and ASA SSL VPNs Bob Vachon is a professor at Cambrian College. He has held CCNP certification since 2002 and has
collaborated on many Cisco Networking Academy courses. He was the lead author for the Academy’s CCNA Security v1.1
curriculum that aligns to the Cisco IOS Network Security (IINS) certification exam (640-554). · Access all CCNA Security
commands: use as a quick, offline resource for research and solutions · Logical how-to topic groupings provide one-stop research
· Great for review before CCNA Security certification exams · Compact size makes it easy to carry with you, wherever you go ·
“Create Your Own Journal” section with blank, lined pages allows you to personalize the book for your needs · “What Do You
Want to Do?” chart inside front cover helps you to quickly reference specific tasks This book is part of the Cisco Press®
Certification Self-Study Product Family, which offers readers a self-paced study routine for Cisco® certification exams. Titles in the
Cisco Press Certification Self-Study Product Family are part of a recommended learning program from Cisco that includes
simulation and hands-on training from authorized Cisco Learning Partners and self-study products from Cisco Press.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come
packaged with the bound book. CCNA Routing and Switching 200-125 Exam Cram, 5/e is the perfect study guide to help you pass
the Cisco 200-125 CCNA exam, providing coverage and practice questions for every exam topic. The book contains an extensive
set of preparation tools, including topic overviews, ExamAlerts, CramSavers, CramQuizzes, chapter-ending review questions,
author notes and tips, and an extensive glossary. The book also contains the extremely useful CramSheet tear-out: a collection of
essential facts in an easy-to-review format. Complementing all these great study tools is the powerful Pearson Test Prep practice
test software, complete with hundreds of exam-realistic practice questions. This assessment software offers you a wealth of
customization options and reporting features, allowing you to test your knowledge in study mode should be. Covers the critical
information you’ll need to know to score higher on your CCNA exam! Compare and contrast networking models including OSI and
TCP/IP Master subnetting in IPv4 u Understand important details of IPv6 Configure Layer 2 switches, including VLANs, trunks,
STP, and Port Security Deploy EtherChannel and switch stacking Configure and verify Inter-VLAN routing Configure, verify, and
troubleshoot static and dynamic routing using OSPF, EIGRP, and RIPv2 Describe basic QoS concepts Learn WAN topology and
connectivity options and configure PPP, MLPPP, PPPoE, and GRE tunnel connectivity Configure and verify single-homed branch
connectivity using eBGP IPv4 Configure and verify key infrastructure services including DNS, DHCP, NTP, HSRP, and NAT
Configure Cisco device hardening and deploy access layer security, AAA, and ACLs Learn how to manage Cisco infrastructure
Troubleshoot networks using key IOS tools Understand network programmability concepts
CCNA ICND2 200-101 Official Cert Guide, Academic Edition, is a comprehensive textbook and study package for an intermediatelevel networking course. This book has been completely revised to align to Cisco''s new CCNA 200-101 ICND2 exam. Material is
presented in a concise manner, focusing on increasing student''s retention and recall of exam topics. The book is printed in four
color, allowing students to benefit from carefully crafted figures that utilize color to convey concepts. Students will organize their
study through the use of the consistent features in these chapters, including: Foundation Topics -- These sections make up the
majority of the page count, explaining concepts, configurations, with emphasis on the theory and concepts, and with linking the
theory to the meaning of the configuration commands. Key Topics -- Inside the Foundation Topics sections, every figure, table, or
list that should absolutely be understood and remembered for the exam is noted with the words "Key Topic" in the margin. This
tool allows the reader to quickly review the most important details in each chapter. Chapter-ending Summaries -- These bulleted
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lists provide a quick and concise review of the key topics covered in each chapter. Chapter-ending Review Questions -- Each
chapter provides a set of multiple choice questions that help student''s test their knowledge of the chapter concepts, including
answers and full explanations. Chapter-ending Exercises -- Each chapter concludes with a series of exercises designed to help
students increase their retention of the chapter content including key term reviews, key topic tables, command review exercises,
and memory table exercises. Part Reviews -- This new edition includes a new part review feature that helps students consolidate
their knowledge of concepts presented across multiple chapters. A new mind mapping exercise helps students build strong mental
maps of concepts. A new exam bank of part review questions helps students test themselves with scenario-based questions that
span multiple topics. In addition to these powerful chapter learning, review, and practice features, this book also contains several
other features that make it a truly effective and comprehensive study package, including: A Getting Started chapter at the
beginning of the book offer terrific advice for how to use the book features and build an effective study plan. The DVD contains
over 60 minutes of video mentoring from the author on challenging topics such as OSPF, EIGRP, EIGRP Metrics, PPP, and
CHAP. The book comes complete with the CCNA ICND2 Network Simulator Lite software, providing students with the opportunity
to practice their hands-on command line interface skills with Cisco routers and switches. The 13 labs included for free with this
product cover a range of EIGRP configuration and troubleshooting exercises. The Pearson IT Certification Practice Test software
that comes with the book includes 4 full ICND2 exams and 4 full CCNA exams, providing tons of opportunities to assess and
practice. Including the book review questions and part review questions, the exam bank includes more than 500 unique practice
questions. A Final Preparation Chapter helps students review for final exams and prepare to take the official Cisco CCNA exams,
if they want to achieve that certification. A Study Plan Template is included on the DVD to help students organize their study time.
CCNA 200-301 Exam Cram, Sixth Edition This is the eBook version of the print title. Note that the eBook does not provide access
to the practice test software that accompanies the print book. CCNA 200-301 Exam Cram, Sixth Edition is the perfect study guide
to help you pass the Cisco 200-301 CCNA exam, providing coverage and practice questions for every exam topic. The book
contains an extensive set of preparation tools, including topic overviews, exam alerts, Cram Savers, Cram Quizzes, chapterending review questions, author notes and tips, Packet Tracer labs, and an extensive glossary. The book also contains the
extremely useful Cram Sheet tear-out: a collection of essential facts in an easy to review format. Covers the critical information
you’ll need to know to score higher on your CCNA exam! Understand networking fundamentals concepts, including network
components, network topology architectures, physical interfaces and cabling types, TCP and UDP, wireless principals, switching
concepts, and virtualization fundamentals Master IPv4 addressing and subnetting and configure IPv6 Configure and verify VLANs,
interswitch connectivity, and Layer 2 discovery protocols Describe Rapid PVST+ Spanning Tree Protocol Compare Cisco Wireless
Architectures and AP Modes Configure and verify IPv4 and IPv6 static routing and single area OSPF Understand DHCP, DNS,
and other networking services like SNMP, syslog, SSH, and TFTP/FTP Configure and verify inside source NAT and NTP Enable
security technologies including device access control, site-to-site and remote access VPNs, ACLs, Layer 2 security features, and
wireless security protocols Understand how automation impacts network management, controller-based and software defined
architectures, and Cisco DNA Center enabled device management Understand network programmability concepts, including
characteristics of REST-based APIs (CRUD, HTTP verbs, and data encoding), configuration management mechanisms such as
Puppet, Chef, and Ansible, and learn to Interpret JSON encoded data COMPANION WEBSITE The companion website provides
access to several digital assets including the Glossary, hands-on Packet Tracer lab, the command reference and Cram Sheet.
CCNA 200-301 Exam Cram, Sixth Edition Companion Website Access interactive study tools on this book’s companion website,
including the Glossary, Packet Tracer lab files, Command Reference, and Cram Sheet To access the companion website, simply
follow these steps: 1. Go to www.pearsonitcertification.com/register. 2. Enter the print book ISBN: 9780136632887. 3. Answer the
security question to validate your purchase. 4. Go to your account page. 5. Click on the Registered Products tab. 6. Under the
book listing, click on the Access Bonus Content link. If you have any issues accessing the companion website, you can contact our
support team by going to http://pearsonitp.echelp.org.
Trust the best-selling Official Cert Guide series from Cisco Press to help you learn, prepare, and practice for exam success. They
are built with the objective of providing assessment, review, and practice to help ensure you are fully prepared for your certification
exam. · Master Cisco CCNA ICND2 200-105 exam topics · Assess your knowledge with chapter-opening quizzes · Review key
concepts with exam-preparation tasks This is the eBook edition of CCNA Routing and Switching ICND2 200-105 Official Cert
Guide. This eBook does not include the companion CD-ROM with practice exam that comes with the print edition. CCNA Routing
and Switching ICND2 200-105 Official Cert Guide presents you with an organized test-preparation routine through the use of
proven series elements and techniques. “Do I Know This Already?” quizzes open each chapter and enable you to decide how
much time you need to spend on each section. Exam topic lists make referencing easy. Chapter-ending Exam Preparation Tasks
help you drill on key concepts you must know thoroughly. CCNA Routing and Switching ICND2 200-105 Official Cert Guide from
Cisco Press enables you to succeed on the exam the first time and is the only self-study resource approved by Cisco. Best-selling
author and expert instructor Wendell Odom shares preparation hints and test-taking tips, helping you identify areas of weakness
and improve both your conceptual knowledge and hands-on skills. This complete study package includes · A test-preparation
routine proven to help you pass the exams · "Do I Know This Already?" quizzes, which enable you to decide how much time you
need to spend on each section · Chapter-ending and part-ending exercises, which help you drill on key concepts you must know
thoroughly · Troubleshooting sections, which help you master the complex scenarios you will face on the exam · A final
preparation chapter, which guides you through tools and resources to help you craft your review and test-taking strategies · Study
plan suggestions and templates to help you organize and optimize your study time Well regarded for its level of detail, study plans,
assessment features, challenging review questions and exercises, video instruction, and hands-on labs, this official study guide
helps you master the concepts and techniques that ensure your exam success. This official study guide helps you master all the
topics on the CCNA ICND2 exam, including · Ethernet LANs · IPv4 routing protocols · Wide area networks · IPv4 services: ACLs
and QoS · IPv4 routing and troubleshooting · IPv6 · Network management, SDN, and cloud computing
31 Days Before Your CCNA Routing & Switching Exam offers a friendly, practical way to understand the CCNA Routing &
Switching certification process, commit to taking the ICND1 (100-105) and ICND2 (200-105) exams or the CCNA (200-125) exam,
and finish your preparation using a variety of Primary and Supplemental study resources. These fully updated CCNA exams test
knowledge and skills needed to successfully deploy LAN switching, IPv4 and IPv6 routing, WANs, and infrastructure services; and
to secure and manage modern network infrastructure. Sign up for your exam(s) and use this book’s day-by-day guide and
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checklist to organize, prepare, and review. Each day in this guide breaks down an exam topic into a manageable bit of information
to review using short summaries. Daily Study Resources sections provide quick references for locating more in-depth treatment
within Primary and Supplemental resources. This book’s features help you fit exam preparation into a busy schedule: · Visual tearcard calendar summarizing each day’s study topic · Checklist providing advice on preparation activities leading up to the exam ·
Descriptions of ICND1 (100-105), ICND2 (200-105), and CCNA (200-125) exam organization and sign-up processes · Strategies
to prepare mentally, organizationally, and physically for exam day · Conversational tone to make study more enjoyable
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come
packaged with the bound book. Introducing Routing and Switching in the Enterprise, CCNA Discovery Learning Guide is the
official supplemental textbook for the Introducing Routing and Switching in the Enterprise course in the Cisco® Networking
Academy® CCNA® Discovery curriculum version 4. The course, the third of four in the new curriculum, familiarizes you with the
equipment applications and protocols installed in enterprise networks, with a focus on switched networks, IP Telephony
requirements, and security. It also introduces advanced routing protocols such as Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing Protocol
(EIGRP) and Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) Protocol. Hands-on exercises include configuration, installation, and
troubleshooting. The Learning Guide’s features help you focus on important concepts to succeed in this course: Chapter
Objectives—Review core concepts by answering the focus questions listed at the beginning of each chapter. Key Terms—Refer to
the lists of networking vocabulary introduced and highlighted in context in each chapter. The Glossary defines each key term.
Summary of Activities and Labs—Maximize your study time with this complete list of all associated exercises at the end of each
chapter. Check Your Understanding—Evaluate your readiness with the end-of-chapter questions that match the style of questions
you see in the online course quizzes. The answer key explains each answer. Challenge Questions and Activities—Apply a deeper
understanding of the concepts with these challenging end-of-chapter questions and activities. The answer key explains each
answer. Hands-on Labs— Master the practical, hands-on skills of the course by performing all the tasks in the course labs and
additional challenge labs included in Part II of the Learning Guide. This book is part of the Cisco Networking Academy Series from
Cisco Press®. Books in this series support and complement the Cisco Networking Academy curriculum.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged
with the bound book. Routing and Switching Essentials v6 Companion Guide Routing and Switching Essentials v6 Companion Guide is the
official supplemental textbook for the Routing and Switching Essentials course in the Cisco Networking Academy CCNA Routing and
Switching curriculum. This course describes the architecture, components, and operations of routers and switches in a small network. The
Companion Guide is designed as a portable desk reference to use anytime, anywhere to reinforce the material from the course and organize
your time. The book’s features help you focus on important concepts to succeed in this course: · Chapter Objectives—Review core concepts
by answering the focus questions listed at the beginning of each chapter. · Key Terms—Refer to the lists of networking vocabulary introduced
and highlighted in context in each chapter. · Glossary—Consult the comprehensive Glossary with more than 250 terms. · Summary of
Activities and Labs—Maximize your study time with this complete list of all associated practice exercises at the end of each chapter. · Check
Your Understanding—Evaluate your readiness with the end-ofchapter questions that match the style of questions you see in the online course
quizzes. The answer key explains each answer. · How To—Look for this icon to study the steps you need to learn to perform certain tasks. ·
Interactive Activities—Reinforce your understanding of topics with dozens of exercises from the online course identified throughout the book
with this icon. · Packet Tracer Activities—Explore and visualize networking concepts using Packet Tracer exercises interspersed throughout
the chapters and provided in the accompanying Labs & Study Guide book. · Videos—Watch the videos embedded within the online course. ·
Hands-on Labs—Work through all the course labs and additional Class Activities that are included in the course and published in the separate
Labs & Study Guide. This book is part of the Cisco Networking Academy Series from Cisco Press. Books in this series support and
complement the Cisco Networking Academy curriculum.
CCNA 200-301 Portable Command Guide is filled with valuable, easy-to-access information-and it's portable enough to use whether you're in
the server room or the equipment closet. The guide summarizes all CCNA certification-level Cisco IOS Software commands, keywords,
command arguments, and associated prompts, providing you with tips and examples of how to apply the commands to real-world scenarios.
Throughout, configuration examples give you a better understanding of how these commands are used in simple network designs. This book
has been completely updated to cover topics in the new 200-301 exam. Use this quick reference resource to help you memorize commands
and concepts as you work to pass the CCNA certification exam. Coverage includes · Network Fundamentals: IPv4 addressing, subnetting,
VLSM, route summarization, IPv6 addressing, cables/connections, CLI · LAN Switching Technologies: Switch configuration, VLANs, VLAN
trunking protocol, inter-VLAN communication, STP, EtherChannel, CDP, LLDP · Routing Technologies: Router configuration, static routing,
OSPF · IP Services: DHCP, NAT, NTP · Security Fundamentals: Layer 2 security, ACL traffic management, device monitoring and hardening
· Wireless Technologies: Configuring and securing a WLAN AP · Quick, offline access to all CCNA commands for research and solutions ·
Logical how-to topic groupings for a one-stop resource · Great for review before CCNA certification exams · Compact size makes it easy to
carry with you wherever you go · "Create Your Own Journal" section with blank, lined pages enables you to personalize the book for your
needs This book is part of the Cisco Press Certification Self-Study Product Family, which offers readers a self-paced study routine for Cisco
certification exams. Titles in the Cisco Press Certification Self-Study Product Family are part of a recommended learning program from Cisco
that includes simulation and hands-on training from authorized Cisco Learning Partners and self-study products from Cisco Press.
Here are all the CCNA-level Routing and Switching commands you need in one condensed, portable resource. The CCNA Routing and
Switching Portable Command Guide, Third Edition, is filled with valuable, easy-to-access information and is portable enough for use whether
you’re in the server room or the equipment closet. The guide summarizes all CCNA certification-level Cisco IOS® Software commands,
keywords, command arguments, and associated prompts, providing you with tips and examples of how to apply the commands to real-world
scenarios. Configuration examples throughout the book provide you with a better understanding of how these commands are used in simple
network designs. This book has been completely updated to cover topics in the ICND1 100-101, ICND2 200-101, and CCNA 200-120 exams.
Use this quick reference resource to help you memorize commands and concepts as you work to pass the CCNA Routing and Switching
certification exam. The book is organized into these parts: • Part I TCP/IP v4 • Part II Introduction to Cisco Devices • Part III Configuring a
Router • Part IV Routing • Part V Switching • Part VI Layer 3 Redundancy • Part VII IPv6 • Part VIII Network Administration and
Troubleshooting • Part IX Managing IP Services • Part X WANs • Part XI Network Security Quick, offline access to all CCNA Routing and
Switching commands for research and solutions Logical how-to topic groupings for a one-stop resource Great for review before CCNA
Routing and Switching certification exams Compact size makes it easy to carry with you, wherever you go “Create Your Own Journal”
section with blank, lined pages allows you to personalize the book for your needs “What Do You Want to Do?” chart inside back cover helps
you to quickly reference specific tasks
Here are all the CCNA-level Routing and Switching commands you need in one condensed, portable resource. CCNA Routing and Switching
Portable Command Guide is filled with valuable, easy-to-access information—and it’s portable enough to use whether you’re in the server
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room or the equipment closet. The guide summarizes all CCNA certification-level Cisco IOS Software commands, keywords, command
arguments, and associated prompts, providing you with tips and examples of how to apply the commands to real-world scenarios.
Throughout, configuration examples give you a better understanding of how these commands are used in simple network designs. This book
has been completely updated to cover all topics in the new ICND1 100-105, ICND2 200-105, and CCNA 200-125 exams. Use this quick
reference resource to help you memorize commands and concepts as you work to pass the CCNA Routing and Switching certification exam.
Coverage includes Network Fundamentals: Subnetting, VLSM, route summarization, cables/connections, CLI LAN Switching: Switch
configuration, VLANs, VLAN trunking protocol, inter-VLAN communication, STP, EtherChannel Routing (IPv4/IPv6): Router configuration,
static routing, RIPng, EIGRP/EIGRPv6, OSPFv2/OSPFv3 WAN: Point-to-point protocols, eBGP, GRE tunnels, QoS Infrastructure Services:
DHCP, FHRP, HSRP, NAT Infrastructure Security: Switch port security, ACL traffic management, device hardening Infrastructure
Management: Backup/restore, password recovery, CDP, LLDP, IOS tools, device monitoring, IOS licensing, troubleshooting Quick, offline
access to all CCNA Routing and Switching commands for research and solutions --Logical how-to topic groupings for a one-stop resource
--Great for review before CCNA Routing and Switching certification exams --Compact size makes it easy to carry with you wherever you go
--“Create Your Own Journal” section with blank, lined pages enables you to personalize the book for your needs --“What Do You Want to
Do?” chart inside the back cover helps you to quickly reference specific tasks This book is part of the Cisco Press Certification Self-Study
Product Family, which offers readers a self-paced study routine for Cisco® certification exams. Titles in the Cisco Press Certification SelfStudy Product Family are part of a recommended learning program from Cisco that includes simulation and hands-on training from authorized
Cisco Learning Partners and self-study products from Cisco Press.
Go beyond layer 2 broadcast domains with this in-depth tour of advanced link and internetwork layer protocols, and learn how they enable
you to expand to larger topologies. An ideal follow-up to Packet Guide to Core Network Protocols, this concise guide dissects several of these
protocols to explain their structure and operation. This isn’t a book on packet theory. Author Bruce Hartpence built topologies in a lab as he
wrote this guide, and each chapter includes several packet captures. You’ll learn about protocol classification, static vs. dynamic topologies,
and reasons for installing a particular route. This guide covers: Host routing—Process a routing table and learn how traffic starts out across a
network Static routing—Build router routing tables and understand how forwarding decisions are made and processed Spanning Tree
Protocol—Learn how this protocol is an integral part of every network containing switches Virtual Local Area Networks—Use VLANs to address
the limitations of layer 2 networks Trunking—Get an indepth look at VLAN tagging and the 802.1Q protocol Routing Information
Protocol—Understand how this distance vector protocol works in small, modern communication networks Open Shortest Path First—Discover
why convergence times of OSPF and other link state protocols are improved over distance vectors
All the CCNA-Level commands in one compact, portable resource.
Routing Protocols Lab Manual The only authorized Lab Manual for the Cisco Networking Academy Routing Protocols course in the CCNA
Routing and Switching curriculum Routing Protocols Lab Manual contains all the labs and class activities from the Cisco® Networking
Academy course. The labs are intended to be used within the Cisco Networking Academy program of study. Related titles: CCENT Practice
and Study Guide book: 978-1-58713-345-9 eBook: 978-0-13-351765-1 CCNA Routing and Switching Portable Command Guide book:
978-1-58720-430-2 eBook: 978-0-13-338136-8 Routing Protocols Companion Guide book: 978-1-58713-323-7 eBook: 978-0-13-347632-3
Routing Protocols Course Booklet book: 978-1-58713-321-3
31 Days Before Your CCNA Exam: A Day-By-Day Review Guide for the CCNA 200-301 Certification Exam is the friendliest, most practical
way to understand the CCNA Routing & Switching certification process, commit to taking your CCNA 200-301 exam, and finish your
preparation using a variety of primary and supplemental study resources. Thoroughly updated for the current exam, this portable guide offers
a complete day-by-day plan for what and how to study. From the basics of switch configuration and IP addressing through modern cloud,
virtualization, SDN, SDA, and network automation concepts, you’ll find it here. Each day breaks down an exam topic into a short, easytoreview summary, with Daily Study Resource quick-references pointing to deeper treatments elsewhere. Sign up for your exam now, and
use this day-by-day guide and checklist to organize, prepare, review, and succeed! How this book helps you fit exam prep into your busy
schedule: Visual tear-card calendar summarizes each day’s study topic, to help you get through everything Checklist offers expert advice on
preparation activities leading up to your exam Descriptions of exam organization and sign-up processes help make sure nothing falls between
the cracks Proven strategies help you prepare mentally, organizationally, and physically Conversational tone makes studying more enjoyable
Primary Resources: CCNA 200-301 Official Cert Guide Library ISBN: 978-1-58714-714-2 Introduction to Networks v7 Companion Guide
ISBN: 978-0-13-663366-2 Introduction to Networks v7 Labs and Study Guide ISBN: 978-0-13-663445-4 Switching, Routing, and Wireless
Essentials v7 Companion Guide ISBN: 978-0-13-672935-8 Switching, Routing, and Wireless Essentials v7 Labs and Study Guide ISBN:
978-0-13-663438-6 Enterprise Networking, Security, and Automation v7 Companion Guide ISBN: 978-0-13-663432-4 Enterprise Networking,
Secur ity, and Automation v7 Labs and Study Guide ISBN: 978-0-13-663469-0 Supplemental Resources: CCNA 200-301 Portable Command
Guide, 5th Edition ISBN: 978-0-13-593782-2 CCNA 200-301 Complete Video Course and Practice Test ISBN: 978-0-13-658275-5

Cisco Press has the only study guides approved by Cisco for the new CCNA certification. The new edition of the best-selling twobook, value-priced CCNA 200-301 Official Cert Guide Library includes updated content, new online practice exercises, and more
than two hours of video training—PLUS the CCNA Network Simulator Lite Editions with 34 free Network Simulator labs (available
on the companion web site). Trust the best-selling Official Cert Guide series from Cisco Press to help you learn, prepare, and
practice for exam success. They are built with the objective of providing assessment, review, and practice to help ensure you are
fully prepared for your certification exam. This book covers all exam topics on the CCNA 200-301 exam. · Master Cisco CCNA
200-301 exam topics · Assess your knowledge with chapter-opening quizzes · Review key concepts with exam preparation tasks
This is the eBook edition of the CCNA 200-301 Official Cert Guide Library. This eBook does not include access to the Pearson
Test Prep practice exams that comes with the print edition. CCNA 200-301 Official Cert Guide Library is a comprehensive review
and practice package for the latest CCNA exam and is the only self-study resource approved by Cisco. The two books contained
in this package, CCNA 200-301 Official Cert Guide, Volume 1 and CCNA 200-301 Official Cert Guide, Volume 2, present complete
reviews and a more challenging and realistic preparation experience. The books have been fully updated to refresh the content for
the latest CCNA exam topics and to enhance certain key topics that are critical for exam success. Best-selling author Wendell
Odom shares preparation hints and test-taking tips, helping you identify areas of weakness and improve both your conceptual
knowledge and hands-on skills. This complete study package includes · A test-preparation routine proven to help you pass the
exams · Do I Know This Already? quizzes, which enable you to decide how much time you need to spend on each section ·
Chapter-ending Key Topic tables, which help you drill on key concepts you must know thoroughly · A free copy of the CCNA
200-301 Network Simulator Lite software, complete with meaningful lab exercises that help you hone your hands-on skills with the
command-line interface for routers and switches · Links to a series of hands-on config labs developed by the author · Online,
interactive practice exercises that help you enhance your knowledge · More than 2 hours of video mentoring from the author · An
online, interactive Flash Cards application to help you drill on Key Terms by chapter · A final preparation chapter, which guides you
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through tools and resources to help you craft your review and test-taking strategies · Study plan suggestions and templates to help
you organize and optimize your study time Well regarded for its level of detail, study plans, assessment features, hands-on labs,
and challenging review questions and exercises, this official study guide helps you master the concepts and techniques that
ensure your exam success. These official study guides help you master all the topics on the CCNA exams, including · Networking
fundamentals · Implementing Ethernet LANs · Implementing VLANs and STP · IPv4 addressing and subnetting · IPv4 routing ·
Implementing OSPF · IPv6 addressing, subnetting, and routing · Wireless LANs · IP Access Control Lists · Security services · IP
services · Network architecture · Network automation Companion Website: The companion website contains the CCNA Network
Simulator Lite software, online practice exercises, and more than 2 hours of video training. Includes 34 free CCNA Network
Simulator labs (available on the companion website): Volume 1 1. Configuring Local Usernames 2. Configuring Hostnames 3.
Interface Status I 4. Interface Status II 5. Interface Status III 6. Interface Status IV 7. Configuring Switch IP Settings 8. Switch IP
Address 9. Switch IP Connectivity I 10. Switch CLI Configuration Process I 11. Switch CLI Configuration Process II 12. Switch CLI
Exec Mode 13. Setting Switch Passwords 14. Interface Settings I 15. Interface Settings II 16. Interface Settings III 17. Switch
Forwarding I 18. Switch Security I 19. Switch Interfaces and Forwarding Configuration Scenario 20. Configuring VLANs
Configuration Scenario 21. VLAN Troubleshooting Volume 2 1. ACL I 2. ACL II 3. ACL III 4. ACL IV 5. ACL V 6. ACL VI 7. ACL
Analysis I 8. Named ACL I 9. Named ACL II 10. Named ACL III 11. Standard ACL Configuration Scenario 12. Extended ACL I
Configuration Scenario 13. Extended ACL II Configuration Scenario CCNA Network Simulator Lite System Requirements:
Windows system requirements (minimum): Windows 10 (32/64-bit), Windows 8.1 (32/64-bit), or Windows 7 (32/64 bit), 1 gigahertz
(GHz) or faster 32-bit (x86) or 64-bit (x64) processor, 1 GB RAM (32-bit) or 2 GB RAM (64-bit), 16 GB available hard disk space
(32-bit) or 20 GB (64-bit), DirectX 9 graphics device with WDDM 1.0 or higher driver, Adobe Acrobat Reader version 8 and above
Mac system requirements (minimum) macOS 10.14, 10.13, 10.12, or 10.11, Intel core Duo 1.83 GHz, 512 MB RAM (1 GB
recommended), 1.5 GB hard disk space, 32-bit color depth at 1024x768 resolution, Adobe Acrobat Reader version 8 and above
CCNA 200-301 Official Cert Guide Library Companion Website Access interactive study tools on this book’s companion website,
including practice test software, video training, CCNA Network Simulator Lite software, memory table and config checklist review
exercises, Key Term flash card application, a study planner, and more! To access the companion website, simply follow these
steps: 1. Go to www.ciscopress.com/register. 2. Enter the print book ISBN: (Volume 1: 9780135792735, Volume 2:
9781587147135). 3. Answer the security question to validate your purchase. 4. Go to your account page. 5. Click on the
Registered Products tab. 6. Under the book listing, click on the Access Bonus Content link. If you have any issues accessing the
companion website, you can contact our support team by going to http://pearsonitp.echelp.org.
CCNP Routing and Switching Portable Command Guide All ROUTE (300-101) and SWITCH (300-115) Commands in One
Compact, Portable Resource Preparing for the CCNP® ROUTE or CCNP SWITCH exam? Working as a network professional?
Here are all the CCNP-level commands you'll need, in one handy resource. The CCNP Routing and Switching Portable Command
Guide is filled with valuable, easy-to-access information, and it's portable enough to use whether you're in the server room or the
equipment closet. This guide helps you memorize commands and concepts as you prepare to pass the CCNP ROUTE (300-101)
or CCNP SWITCH (300-115) exams. It summarizes all CCNP certification-level Cisco IOS® Software commands, keywords,
command arguments, and associated prompts, offering tips and examples for applying them in real-world environments.
Throughout, configuration examples deepen your understanding of how these commands are used in actual network designs.
Whenever you're researching routing or switching solutions, you won't find a quicker, more useful offline resource. --Logical "howto" topic groupings inside the front and back covers provide one-stop research --Compact size makes it easy to carry with you,
wherever you go --Helps you review important commands before taking the CCNP ROUTE or CCNP SWITCH certification exam
--"Create Your Own Journal" appendix with blank, lined pages enables you to personalize the book for your own needs --"What Do
You Want to Do?" chart inside front and back covers helps you to quickly reference specific tasks.
CCNP SWITCH Portable Command Guide All the SWITCH 642-813 Commands in One Compact, Portable Resource Scott
Empson Hans Roth Preparing for the CCNP® exam? Working as a network professional? Here are all the CCNP-level commands
for the Implementing Cisco® Switched Networks (SWITCH) exam you need in one handy resource. The CCNP SWITCH Portable
Command Guide is filled with valuable, easy-to-access information and is portable enough for use whether you’re in the server
room or the equipment closet. This book helps you memorize commands and concepts as you work to pass the CCNP SWITCH
exam (642-813). The guide summarizes all CCNP certification-level Cisco IOS® Software commands, keywords, command
arguments, and associated prompts, providing you with tips and examples of how to apply the commands to real-world scenarios.
Configuration examples throughout the book provide you with a better understanding of how these commands are used in simple
network designs. Use CCNP SWITCH Portable Command Guide as a quick, offline resource for research and solutions. --Logical
“how-to” topic groupings inside the front and back covers provide one-stop research --Compact size makes it easy to carry with
you, wherever you go --Helps you review important commands before taking the CCNP SWITCH certification exam --“Create Your
Own Journal” appendix with blank, lined pages allows you to personalize the book for your own needs This book is part of the
Cisco Press® Certification Self-Study Product Family, which offers readers a self-paced study routine for Cisco certification
exams. Titles in the Cisco Press Certification Self-Study Product Family are part of a recommended learning program from Cisco
Systems® that includes simulation and hands-on training from authorized Cisco Learning Partners and self-study products from
Cisco Press.
Preparing for the latest CCNA Security exam? Here are all the CCNA Security (210-260) commands you need in one condensed,
portable resource. Filled with valuable, easy-to-access information, the CCNA Security Portable Command Guide, is portable
enough for you to use whether you’re in the server room or the equipment closet. Completely updated to reflect the new CCNA
Security 210-260 exam, this quick reference summarizes relevant Cisco IOS® Software commands, keywords, command
arguments, and associated prompts, and offers tips and examples for applying these commands to real-world security challenges.
Configuration examples, throughout, provide an even deeper understanding of how to use IOS to protect networks. Topics
covered include Networking security fundamentals: concepts, policies, strategy Protecting network infrastructure: network
foundations, security management planes/access; data planes (Catalyst switches and IPv6) Threat control/containment: protecting
endpoints and content; configuring ACLs, zone-based firewalls, and Cisco IOS IPS Secure connectivity: VPNs, cryptology,
asymmetric encryption, PKI, IPsec VPNs, and site-to-site VPN configuration ASA network security: ASA/ASDM concepts;
configuring ASA basic settings, advanced settings, and VPNs Access all CCNA Security commands: use as a quick, offline
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resource for research and solutions Logical how-to topic groupings provide one-stop research Great for review before CCNA
Security certification exams Compact size makes it easy to carry with you, wherever you go “Create Your Own Journal” section
with blank, lined pages allows you to personalize the book for your needs “What Do You Want to Do?” chart inside the front cover
helps you to quickly reference specific tasks
Covers topics covered in the ICND1 100-101, ICND2 200-101, and CCNA 200-120 exams along with a summarization of
commands, keywords, command augments, and associated prompts.
CCNP ROUTE Portable Command Guide All the ROUTE 642-902 Commands in One Compact, Portable Resource Scott Empson
Hans Roth Preparing for the CCNP® exam? Working as a network professional? Here are all the CCNP-level commands for the
Implementing Cisco IP Routing (ROUTE) exam you need in one handy resource. The CCNP ROUTE Portable Command Guide is
filled with valuable, easy-to-access information and is portable enough for use whether you’re in the server room or the equipment
closet. This book helps you memorize commands and concepts as you work to pass the CCNP ROUTE exam (642-902). The
guide summarizes all CCNP certification-level Cisco IOS® Software commands, keywords, command arguments, and associated
prompts, providing you with tips and examples of how to apply the commands to real-world scenarios. Configuration examples
throughout the book provide you with a better understanding of how these commands are used in simple network designs. Use
CCNP ROUTE Portable Command Guide as a quick, offline resource for research and solutions. --Logical “how-to” topic
groupings inside the front and back covers provide one-stop research --Compact size makes it easy to carry with you, wherever
you go --Helps you review important commands before taking the CCNP ROUTE certification exam --“Create Your Own Journal”
appendix with blank, lined pages enables you to personalize the book for your own needs This book is part of the Cisco Press®
Certification Self-Study Product Family, which offers readers a self-paced study routine for Cisco certification exams. Titles in the
Cisco Press Certification Self-Study Product Family are part of a recommended learning program from Cisco Systems® that
includes simulation and hands-on training from authorized Cisco Learning Partners and self-study products from Cisco Press.
CCNA Routing and SwitchingPearson Education
CCNP Routing and Switching Portable Command Guide All ROUTE (300-101) and SWITCH (300-115) Commands in One
Compact, Portable Resource Preparing for the CCNP® ROUTE or CCNP SWITCH exam? Working as a network professional?
Here are all the CCNP-level commands you’ll need, in one handy resource. The CCNP Routing and Switching Portable
Command Guide is filled with valuable, easy-to-access information, and it’s portable enough to use whether you’re in the server
room or the equipment closet. This guide helps you memorize commands and concepts as you prepare to pass the CCNP ROUTE
(300-101) or CCNP SWITCH (300-115) exams. It summarizes all CCNP certification-level Cisco IOS® Software commands,
keywords, command arguments, and associated prompts, offering tips and examples for applying them in real-world
environments. Throughout, configuration examples deepen your understanding of how these commands are used in actual
network designs. Whenever you’re researching routing or switching solutions, you won’t find a quicker, more useful offline
resource. --Logical “how-to” topic groupings inside the front and back covers provide one-stop research --Compact size makes it
easy to carry with you, wherever you go --Helps you review important commands before taking the CCNP ROUTE or CCNP
SWITCH certification exam --“Create Your Own Journal” appendix with blank, lined pages enables you to personalize the book for
your own needs --“What Do You Want to Do?” chart inside front and back covers helps you to quickly reference specific tasks
Trust the best-selling Official Cert Guide series from Cisco Press to help you learn, prepare, and practice for exam success. They
are built with the objective of providing assessment, review, and practice to help ensure you are fully prepared for your certification
exam. * Master Cisco CCNP/CCIE ENCOR exam topics * Assess your knowledge with chapter-opening quizzes * Review key
concepts with exam preparation tasks This is the eBook edition of the CCNP and CCIE Enterprise Core ENCOR 350-401 Official
Cert Guide. This eBook does not include access to the Pearson Test Prep practice exams that comes with the print edition. CCNP
and CCIE Enterprise Core ENCOR 350-401 Official Cert Guide presents you with an organized test preparation routine through
the use of proven series elements and techniques. “Do I Know This Already?” quizzes open each chapter and enable you to
decide how much time you need to spend on each section. Exam topic lists make referencing easy. Chapter-ending Exam
Preparation Tasks help you drill on key concepts you must know thoroughly. CCNP and CCIE Enterprise Core ENCOR 350-401
Official Cert Guide focuses specifically on the objectives for the Cisco CCNP/CCIE ENCOR 350-401 exam. Networking experts
Brad Edgeworth, Ramiro Garza Rios, Dave Hucaby, and Jason Gooley share preparation hints and test-taking tips, helping you
identify areas of weakness and improve both your conceptual knowledge and hands-on skills. Material is presented in a concise
manner, focusing on increasing your understanding and retention of exam topics. This complete study package includes* A testpreparation routine proven to help you pass the exams * Do I Know This Already? quizzes, which enable you to decide how much
time you need to spend on each section * Chapter-ending exercises, which help you drill on key concepts you must know
thoroughly * Practice exercises that help you enhance your knowledge * More than 90 minutes of video mentoring from the author
* A final preparation chapter, which guides you through tools and resources to help you craft your review and test-taking strategies
* Study plan suggestions and templates to help you organize and optimize your study time Well regarded for its level of detail,
assessment features, comprehensive design scenarios, and challenging review questions and exercises, this official study guide
helps you master the concepts and techniques that will enable you to succeed on the exam the first time. The official study guide
helps you master all the topics on the CCNP/CCIE ENCOR exam, including * Enterprise network architecture * Virtualization *
Network assurance * Security * Automation
Annotation The CCNP certification is the second most common Cisco certification covering mastery of more advanced routing and
switching topics, now including security and wireless. This guide assists network administrators in the proper use of the Cisco IOS
and of the commands needed to pass the latest individual CCNP certification exams, in a thin, easy-to-carry format. The guide
summarizes all certification related commands, keywords, command arguments, and associated prompts.
Cisco has announced big changes to its certification program. As of February 24, 2020, all current certifications will be retired, and
Cisco will begin offering new certification programs. The good news is if you’re working toward any current CCNA certification,
keep going. You have until February 24, 2020 to complete your current CCNA. This means if you already have CCENT/ICND1
certification and would like to earn CCNA, you have until February 23, 2020 to complete your CCNA certification in the current
program. Likewise, if you’re thinking of completing the current CCENT/ICND1, ICND2, or CCNA Routing and Switching
certification, you can still complete them between now and February 23, 2020. Tight, focused CCNA review covering all three
exams The CCNA Routing and Switching Complete Review Guide offers clear, concise review for Exams 100-105, 200-105, and
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200-125. Written by best-selling certification author and Cisco guru Todd Lammle, this guide is your ideal resource for quick review
and reinforcement of key topic areas. This second edition has been updated to align with the latest versions of the exams, and
works alongside the Sybex CCNA Routing and Switching Complete Study Guide, 2nd Edition. Coverage includes LAN switching
technologies, IP routing, IP services, IPv4 and IPv6 addressing, network device security, WAN technologies, and
troubleshooting—providing 100% coverage of all objectives for the CCNA ICND1, ICND2, and Composite exams. The Sybex online
learning environment gives you access to additional study tools, including practice exams and flashcards to give you additional
review before exam day. Prepare thoroughly for the ICND1, ICND2, and the CCNA Composite exams Master all objective
domains, mapped directly to the exams Clarify complex topics with guidance from the leading Cisco expert Access practice
exams, electronic flashcards, and more Each chapter focuses on a specific exam domain, so you can read from beginning to end
or just skip what you know and get right to the information you need. This Review Guide is designed to work hand-in-hand with
any learning tool, or use it as a stand-alone review to gauge your level of understanding. The CCNA Routing and Switching
Complete Review Guide, 2nd Edition gives you the confidence you need to succeed on exam day.
Routing and Switching Essentials Lab Manual The only authorized Lab Manual for the Cisco Networking Academy Routing and
Switching Essentials course in the CCNA Routing and Switching curriculum Routing and Switching Essentials Lab Manual
contains all the labs and class activities from the Cisco® Networking Academy course. The labs are intended to be used within the
Cisco Networking Academy program of study. Related titles: CCENT Practice and Study Guide book: 978-1-58713-345-9 eBook:
978-0-13-351765-1 CCNA Routing and Switching Portable Command Guide book: 978-1-58720-430-2 eBook: 978-0-13-338136-8
Routing and Switching Essentials Companion Guide book: 978-1-58713-318-3 eBook: 978-0-13-347622-4 Routing and Switching
Essentials Course Booklet book: 978-1-58713-319-0
All ENCOR (350-401) and ENARSI (300-410) Commands in One Compact, Portable Resource Use this fully updated quick
reference resource to help memorize commands and concepts as you earn your CCNP or CCIE certification. Filled with valuable,
easy-to-access information, it’s portable enough to use anywhere. This guide summarizes all Cisco IOS software commands,
keywords, command arguments, and associated prompts associated with the CCNP and CCIE Enterprise Core (ENCOR 350-401)
and CCNP Enterprise Advanced Routing and Services (ENARSI 300-410) certification exams. Tips and examples help you apply
commands to real-world scenarios, and configuration samples show their use in network designs. Coverage includes: Layer 2:
VLANs, STP, Inter-VLAN Routing Layer 3: EIGRP, OSPF, Redistribution, Path Control, BGP Infrastructure Services and
Management Infrastructure Security Network Assurance Wireless Security and Troubleshooting Overlays and Virtualization This
Portable Command Guide provides: Logical how-to topic groupings for a one-stop resource Great for review before your ENCOR
350-401 and ENARSI 300-410 certification exams Compact size makes it easy to carry with you wherever you go “Create Your
Own Journal” section with blank, lined pages enables you to personalize the book for your needs This book is part of the Cisco
Press Certification Self-Study Product Family, which offers readers a self-paced study routine for Cisco certification exams. Titles
in the Cisco Press Certification Self-Study Product Family are part of a recommended learning program from Cisco that includes
simulation and hands-on training from authorized Cisco Learning Partners and self-study products from Cisco Press.
Trust the best selling Official Cert Guide series from Cisco Press to help you learn, prepare, and practice for exam success. They
are built with the objective of providing assessment, review, and practice to help ensure you are fully prepared for your certification
exam. --Master Cisco CCNA Security 210-260 Official Cert Guide exam topics --Assess your knowledge with chapter-opening
quizzes --Review key concepts with exam preparation tasks This is the eBook edition of the CCNA Security 210-260 Official Cert
Guide. This eBook does not include the companion CD-ROM with practice exam that comes with the print edition. CCNA Security
210-260 Official Cert Guide presents you with an organized test-preparation routine through the use of proven series elements and
techniques. “Do I Know This Already?” quizzes open each chapter and enable you to decide how much time you need to spend
on each section. Exam topic lists make referencing easy. Chapter-ending Exam Preparation Tasks help you drill on key concepts
you must know thoroughly. CCNA Security 210-260 Official Cert Guide focuses specifically on the objectives for the Cisco CCNA
Security exam. Networking Security experts Omar Santos and John Stuppi share preparation hints and test-taking tips, helping
you identify areas of weakness and improve both your conceptual knowledge and hands-on skills. Material is presented in a
concise manner, focusing on increasing your understanding and retention of exam topics. Well regarded for its level of detail,
assessment features, comprehensive design scenarios, and challenging review questions and exercises, this official study guide
helps you master the concepts and techniques that will enable you to succeed on the exam the first time. The official study guide
helps you master all the topics on the CCNA Security exam, including --Networking security concepts --Common security threats
--Implementing AAA using IOS and ISE --Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) --Fundamentals of VPN technology and cryptography
--Fundamentals of IP security --Implementing IPsec site-to-site VPNs --Implementing SSL remote-access VPNs using Cisco ASA
--Securing Layer 2 technologies --Network Foundation Protection (NFP) --Securing the management plane on Cisco IOS devices
--Securing the data plane --Securing routing protocols and the control plane --Understanding firewall fundamentals --Implementing
Cisco IOS zone-based firewalls --Configuring basic firewall policies on Cisco ASA --Cisco IPS fundamentals --Mitigation
technologies for e-mail- and web-based threats --Mitigation technologies for endpoint threats CCNA Security 210-260 Official Cert
Guide is part of a recommended learning path from Cisco that includes simulation and hands-on training from authorized Cisco
Learning Partners and self-study products from Cisco Press. To find out more about instructor-led training, e-learning, and handson instruction offered by authorized Cisco Learning Partners worldwide, please visit http://www.cisco.com/web/learning/index.html.
Switching, Routing, and Wireless Essentials (CCNA v7) Companion Guide is designed as a portable desk reference to use
anytime, anywhere to reinforce the material from the Switching, Routing, and Wireless Essentials course and organize your time.
The book's features help you focus on important concepts to succeed in this course: Chapter Objectives -- Review core concepts
by answering the focus questions listed at the beginning of each chapter. Key Terms -- Refer to the lists of networking vocabulary
introduced and highlighted in context in each chapter. Glossary -- Consult the comprehensive Glossary with more than 250 terms.
Summary of Activities and Labs -- Maximize your study time with this complete list of all associated practice exercises at the end
of each chapter. Check Your Understanding -- Evaluate your readiness with the end-of-chapter questions that match the style of
questions you see in the online course quizzes. The answer key explains each answer. How To -- Look for this icon to study the
steps you need to learn to perform certain tasks. Interactive Activities -- Reinforce your understanding of topics with dozens of
exercises from the online course identified throughout the book with this icon. Packet Tracer Activities -- Explore and visualize
networking concepts using Packet Tracer exercises interspersed throughout the chapters and provided in the accompanying Labs
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& Study Guide book. Videos -- Watch the videos embedded within the online course. Hands-on Labs -- Work through all the
course labs and additional Class Activities that are included in the course and published in the separate Labs & Study Guide. Part
of the Cisco Networking Academy Series from Cisco Press, books in this series support and complement the Cisco Networking
Academy curriculum.
Connecting Networks v6 Companion Guide is the official supplemental textbook for the Connecting Networks version 6 course in
the Cisco Networking Academy CCNA Routing and Switching curriculum. The Companion Guide is designed as a portable desk
reference to use anytime, anywhere to reinforce the material from the course and organize your time. The book’s features help
you focus on important concepts to succeed in this course: Chapter Objectives–Review core concepts by answering the focus
questions listed at the beginning of each chapter. Key Terms–Refer to the lists of networking vocabulary introduced and
highlighted in context in each chapter. Glossary–Consult the comprehensive Glossary with 347 terms. Summary of Activities and
Labs–Maximize your study time with this complete list of all associated practice exercises at the end of each chapter. Check Your
Understanding–Evaluate your readiness with the end-of-chapter questions that match the style of questions you see in the online
course quizzes. The answer key explains each answer. How To–Look for this icon to studythe steps you need to learn to perform
certain tasks. Interactive Activities–Reinforce your understanding of topics with dozens of exercises from the online course
identified throughout the book with this icon. Packet Tracer Activities–Explore and visualize networking concepts using Packet
Tracer exercises interspersed throughout the chapters and provided in the accompanying Labs & Study Guide book.
Videos–Watch the videos embedded within the online course. Hands-on Labs–Work through all the course labs and additional
Class Activities that are included in the course and published in the separate Labs & Study Guide.

All key CCNA commands at your fingertips Quick reference for CCNA exam study customized for the Cisco Networking
Academy classroom Long-term reference guide for the workplace and after passing the exam Examples of how to use
the commands are listed for additional help This "CCNA Command Quick Reference" contains all of the commands that
are taught in the Cisco Networking Academy Program CCNA curriculum, with examples on how to apply them to a realworld situation. This book is not meant to replace any teaching materials but rather serve as a supplementary guide to
the course curriculum. As a quick reference, it will provide students and professionals easy access to the proper use of
all the commands that are presented to them within the CCNA curriculum and exam. The book will cover CCNA
semesters 2-4 (as the first semester does not introduce any commands.) This edition is based on the current version 3.1
of the curriculum.The book will parallel the flow of topics and structure of the online curriculum; as commands are taught
in the curriculum, they will be presented in the Quick Reference, showing the following: A.)The command itself, along
with keywords and optional sub-commands B.)Where it can be used (showing the prompt to give a frame of
reference).Throughout the book there will be Configuration Examples given to the reader, which will summarize the
previous group of commands visually by having a diagram of a network with command outputs, showing all of the
commands needed to create that network, showing what commands to use, where to use them, and a summary of why
we are using the commands. This allows the student to see all of the commands in one location, instead of having to flip
though a bunch of different pages. Scott Empson is an instructor in the Department of Telecommunications at the
Northern Alberta Institute of Technology in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. He teaches Cisco Routing, Switching, and
Network Design courses to students at the post-secondary level. He possesses three undergraduate degrees: A
Bachelor of Arts, with a Major in English; a Bachelor of Education, again with a Major in English/Language Arts; and a
Bachelor of Applied Information Systems Technology, with a Major in Network Management. His industry certifications
are CCNP, CCDA, CCAI, and Network+. After this project he plans on attending the University of Alberta to complete his
Masters Degree in Science in Internetworking
CCNA Portable Command Guide Second Edition All the CCNA 640-802 commands in one compact, portable resource
Preparing for the CCNA® exam? Here are all the CCNA-level commands you need in one condensed, portable resource.
The CCNA Portable Command Guide, Second Edition, is filled with valuable, easy-to-access information and is portable
enough for use whether you’re in the server room or the equipment closet. This book has been completely updated to
cover topics in the ICND1 640-822, ICND2 640-816, and CCNA 640-802 exams. Use this quick reference resource to
help you memorize commands and concepts as you work to pass the CCNA exam. The guide summarizes all CCNA
certification-level Cisco IOS® Software commands, keywords, command arguments, and associated prompts, providing
you with tips and examples of how to apply the commands to real-world scenarios. Configuration examples throughout
the book provide you with a better understanding of how these commands are used in simple network designs. The ten
topics covered are TCP/IP An Introduction to Cisco Devices Configuring a Router Routing Switching Implementing a
Wireless LAN Network Administration and Troubleshooting Managing IP Services WANs Network Security Scott Empson
is currently the associate chair of the bachelor of applied information systems technology degree program at the Northern
Alberta Institute of Technology in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, teaching Cisco® routing, switching, and network design
courses in certificate, diploma, and applied degree programs at the post-secondary level. He is also the program
coordinator of the Cisco Networking Academy® Program at NAIT, a Regional Academy covering central and northern
Alberta. He has earned three undergraduate degrees and currently holds several industry certifications, including
CCNP®, CCDA®, CCAI, and Network+®. Access all CCNA commands–use as a quick, offline resource for research and
solutions Logical how-to topic groupings provide one-stop research Great for review before CCNA certification exams
Compact size makes it easy to carry with you, wherever you go “Create Your Own Journal” section with blank, lined
pages allows you to personalize the book for your needs “What Do You Want to Do?” chart inside back cover helps you
to quickly reference specific tasks This book is part of the Cisco Press® Certification Self-Study Product Family, which
offers readers a self-paced study routine for Cisco® certification exams. Titles in the Cisco Press Certification Self-Study
Product Family are part of a recommended learning program from Cisco that includes simulation and hands-on training
from authorized Cisco Learning Partners and self-study products from Cisco Press. Category: Cisco Press–Cisco
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Certification Covers: CCNA Exam (640-822 ICND1, 640-816 ICND2, and 640-802 CCNA)
800x600 Trust the best-selling Official Cert Guide series from Cisco Press to help you learn, prepare, and practice for
exam success. They are built with the objective of providing assessment, review, and practice to help ensure you are
fully prepared for your certification exam. CCENT/CCNA ICND1 100-105 Official Cert Guide, Academic Edition is a
comprehensive textbook and study package that provides you with an introduction to foundational networking concepts
and hands-on application. Best-selling author and expert instructor Wendell Odom shares study hints and test-taking tips,
helping you identify areas of weakness and improve both your conceptual knowledge and hands-on skills. This complete
study package includes A study routine proven to help you retain knowledge Chapter-ending summaries that provide a
quick review of key topics Tons of review exercises, including memory tables, command summaries, key term definitions,
mind mapping exercises, review questions, and more, which test your understanding and reinforce your knowledge
Troubleshooting sections, which help you master complex, real-world scenarios A free copy of the eBook version of the
text, available in PDF, EPUB, and Mobi (Kindle) formats The powerful Pearson IT Certification Practice Test Premium
Edition software, complete with hundreds of well-reviewed, exam-realistic questions, customization options, linking of all
questions to the PDF eBook file, and detailed performance reports A free copy of the CCENT/CCNA ICND1 100-105
Network Simulator Lite software, complete with meaningful lab exercises that help you hone your hands-on skills with the
command-line interface for routers and switches Links to a series of hands-on config labs developed by the author Online
interactive practice exercises that help you enhance your knowledge More than 90 minutes of video mentoring from the
author A final preparation chapter that guides you through tools and resources to help you craft your review and testtaking strategies Study plan suggestions and templates to help you organize and optimize your study time Well regarded
for its level of detail, study plans, assessment features, challenging review questions and exercises, video instruction,
and hands-on labs, this official study guide helps you master the concepts and techniques that ensure your success. This
official study guide helps you master all the topics on the CCENT/CCNA ICND1 exam, including · Networking
fundamentals · Implementing basic Ethernet LANs · Ethernet LANs: design, VLANs, and troubleshooting · IPv4
addressing and subnetting · Implementing IPv4 · IPv4 design and troubleshooting · IPv4 services: ACLs and NAT · IPv6 ·
Network device management The DVD contains more than 500 unique practice exam questions, ICND1 Network
Simulator Lite software, online practice exercises, and 90 minutes of video training. Includes Exclusive Offers For Up to
70% Off Video Training and Network Simulator Software Pearson IT Certification Practice Test minimum system
requirements: Windows 10, Windows 8.1, Windows 7, or Vista (SP2), Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5 Client; Pentiumclass 1 GHz processor (or equivalent); 512 MB RAM; 650 MB disk space plus 50 MB for each downloaded practice
exam; access to the Internet to register and download exam databases In addition to the wealth of updated content, this
new edition includes a series of free hands-on exercises to help you master several real-world configuration and
troubleshooting activities. These exercises can be performed on the CCENT/CCNA ICND1 100-105 Network Simulator
Lite software included for free on the DVD or companion web page that accompanies this book. This software, which
simulates the experience of working on actual Cisco routers and switches, contains the following 24 free lab exercises,
covering all the topics in Part II, the first hands-on configuration section of the book: 1. Configuring Hostnames 2.
Configuring Local Usernames 3. Configuring Switch IP Settings 4. Interface Settings I 5. Interface Settings II 6. Interface
Settings III 7. Interface Status I 8. Interface Status II 9. Interface Status III 10. Interface Status IV 11. Setting Switch
Passwords 12. Switch CLI Configuration Process I 13. Switch CLI Configuration Process II 14. Switch CLI Exec Mode 15.
Switch Forwarding I 16. Switch IP Address 17. Switch IP Connectivity I 18. Switch Security I 19. Switch Security II 20.
Switch Security III 21. Switch Security IV 22. Switch Security Configuration Scenario 23. Switch Interfaces and
Forwarding Configuration Scenario 24. Port Security Troubleshooting Scenario If you are interested in exploring more
hands-on labs and practicing configuration and troubleshooting with more router and switch commands, see the special
50% discount offer in the coupon code included in the sleeve in the back of this book. Windows system requirements
(minimum): · Windows 10 (32/64-bit), Windows 8.1 (32/64-bit), or Windows 7 (32/64-bit) · 1 gigahertz (GHz) or faster
32-bit (x86) or 64-bit (x64) processor · 1 GB RAM (32-bit) or 2 GB RAM (64-bit) · 16 GB available hard disk space (32-bit)
or 20 GB (64-bit) · DirectX 9 graphics device with WDDM 1.0 or higher driver · Adobe Acrobat Reader version 8 and
above Mac system requirements (minimum) · OS X 10.11, 10.10, 10.9, or 10.8 · Intel core Duo 1.83 GHz · 512 MB RAM
(1 GB recommended) · 1.5 GB hard disk space · 32-bit color depth at 1024x768 resolution · Adobe Acrobat Reader
version 8 and above
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that
may come packaged with the bound book. Cisco Press has the only self-study guides approved by Cisco for the new
CCENT and CCNA Routing and Switching certifications. The new edition of the best-selling two-book value priced CCNA
Official Cert Guide Library includes updated content, new online practice exercises, more than 600 practice exam
questions, and more than 2 hours of video training, plus the CCENT and CCNA Network Simulator Lite Editions with 43
free Network Simulator labs. CCNA Routing and Switching 200-125 Official Cert Guide Library is a comprehensive
review and practice package for the latest CCNA exams and is the only self-study resource approved by Cisco. The two
books contained in this package, CCENT/CCNA ICND1 100-105 Official Cert Guide and CCNA Routing and Switching
ICND2 200-105 Official Cert Guide, present complete reviews and more challenging and realistic preparation
experiences. The books have been fully updated to refresh the content for the latest CCNA exam topics and to enhance
certain key topics that are critical for exam success. Best-selling author and expert instructor Wendell Odom shares
preparation hints and test-taking tips, helping you identify areas of weakness and improve both your conceptual
knowledge and hands-on skills. This complete study package includes · A test-preparation routine proven to help you
pass the exams · "Do I Know This Already?" quizzes, which enable you to decide how much time you need to spend on
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each section · Chapter-ending and part-ending exercises, which help you drill on key concepts you must know thoroughly
· Troubleshooting sections, which help you master the complex scenarios you will face on the exam · The powerful
Pearson IT Certification Practice Test software, complete with hundreds of well-reviewed, exam-realistic questions,
customization options, and detailed performance reports · A free copy of the CCNA ICND1 and ICND2 Network Simulator
Lite software, complete with meaningful lab exercises that help you hone your hands-on skills with the command-line
interface for routers and switches · Links to a series of hands-on config labs developed by the author · Online interactive
practice exercises that help you hone your knowledge · More than 2 hours of video mentoring from the author · A final
preparation chapter, which guides you through tools and resources to help you craft your review and test-taking
strategies · Study plan suggestions and templates to help you organize and optimize your study time Well regarded for its
level of detail, study plans, assessment features, challenging review questions and exercises, video instruction, and
hands-on labs, these official study guides help you master the concepts and techniques that ensure your exam success.
These official study guides help you master all the topics on the CCNA exams, including · Networking fundamentals ·
Implementing basic Ethernet LANs · Ethernet LANs: design, VLANs, and troubleshooting · IPv4 addressing and
subnetting · Implementing IPv4 · IPv4 design and troubleshooting · IPv4 services: ACLs, NAT, and QoS · IPv4 routing
protocols and routing · Wide area networks · IPv6 · Network management, SDN, and cloud computing
The ultimate CCNA prep resource, practice exams, expert coverage, and more The CCNA Routing and Switching
Complete Certification Kit, 2nd Edition contains the CCNA Routing and Switching Complete Deluxe Study Guide, 2nd
Edition and the CCNA Routing and Switching Complete Review Guide, 2nd Edition covering the revised version 3.0
ICND1, ICND2, and CCNA Composite exams, 100-105, 200-105, and 200-125. This complete study package provides
100% coverage of all exam objectives, with expert guidance from leading Cisco networking authority Todd
Lammle—guiding you through a robust overview of the CCNA exam. Practice and review with the Sybex superior set of
study tools including: real-world scenarios, objective maps, assessment tests, and chapter tests. Gain hands on
experience with the Sybex interactive learning environment that offers over 1,300 flashcards and practice test questions
for last minute review, a searchable glossary with key terms, and a free eBook in multiple formats. The CCNA Routing
and Switching exams test your understanding of IP data networks, LAN switching, IP addressing and routing, WAN
technologies, network security, and more. This Complete kit covers it all to give you the information and practice you
need to be confident on exam day. Master all objectives of the latest versions of exams Get hands-on practice with virtual
labs Preview the exam with online practice tests
Network Fundamentals, CCNA Exploration Companion Guide is the official supplemental textbook for the Network
Fundamentals course in the Cisco® Networking Academy® CCNA® Exploration curriculum version 4. The course, the
first of four in the new curriculum, is based on a top-down approach to networking. The Companion Guide, written and
edited by Networking Academy instructors, is designed as a portable desk reference to use anytime, anywhere. The
book’s features reinforce the material in the course to help you focus on important concepts and organize your study
time for exams. New and improved features help you study and succeed in this course: Chapter objectives–Review core
concepts by answering the focus questions listed at the beginning of each chapter. Key terms–Refer to the updated lists
of networking vocabulary introduced and highlighted in context in each chapter. Glossary–Consult the comprehensive
glossary with more than 250 terms. Check Your Understanding questions and answer key–Evaluate your readiness with
the updated end-of-chapter questions that match the style of questions you see on the online course quizzes. The
answer key explains each answer. Challenge questions and activities–Strive to ace more challenging review questions
and activities designed to prepare you for the complex styles of questions you might see on the CCNA exam. The answer
key explains each answer. How To–Look for this icon to study the steps you need to learn to perform certain tasks.
Packet Tracer Activities– Explore networking concepts in activities interspersed throughout some chapters using Packet
Tracer v4.1 developed by Cisco. The files for these activities are on the accompanying CD-ROM. Also available for the
Network Fundamentals Course Network Fundamentals, CCNA Exploration Labs and Study Guide ISBN-10:
1-58713-203-6 ISBN-13: 978-1-58713-203-2 Companion CD-ROM **See instructions within the ebook on how to get
access to the files from the CD-ROM that accompanies this print book.** The CD-ROM provides many useful tools and
information to support your education: Packet Tracer Activity exercise files v4.1 VLSM Subnetting Chart Structured
Cabling Exploration Supplement Taking Notes: a .txt file of the chapter objectives A Guide to Using a Networker’s
Journal booklet IT Career Information Tips on Lifelong Learning in Networking This book is part of the Cisco Networking
Academy Series from Cisco Press®. The products in this series support and complement the Cisco Networking Academy
online curriculum.
Trust the best-selling Official Cert Guide series from Cisco Press to help you learn, prepare, and practice for exam
success. They are built with the objective of providing assessment, review, and practice to help ensure you are fully
prepared for your certification exam. This book, combined with CCNA 200-301 Official Cert Guide, Volume 1, covers all
the exam topics on the CCNA 200-301 exam. · Master Cisco CCNA 200-301 exam topics · Assess your knowledge with
chapter-opening quizzes · Review key concepts with exam preparation tasks This is the eBook edition of CCNA 200-301
Official Cert Guide, Volume 2. This eBook does not include access to the Pearson Test Prep practice exams that comes
with the print edition. CCNA 200-301 Official Cert Guide, Volume 2 presents you with an organized test preparation
routine through the use of proven series elements and techniques. “Do I Know This Already?” quizzes open each
chapter and enable you to decide how much time you need to spend on each section. Exam topic lists make referencing
easy. Chapter-ending Exam Preparation Tasks help you drill on key concepts you must know thoroughly. CCNA 200-301
Official Cert Guide, Volume 2 from Cisco Press enables you to succeed on the exam the first time and is the only selfstudy resource approved by Cisco. Best-selling author Wendell Odom shares preparation hints and test-taking tips,
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helping you identify areas of weakness and improve both your conceptual knowledge and hands-on skills. This complete
study package includes · A test-preparation routine proven to help you pass the exams · Do I Know This Already?
quizzes, which enable you to decide how much time you need to spend on each section · Chapter-ending Key Topic
tables, which help you drill on key concepts you must know thoroughly · The powerful Pearson Test Prep Practice Test
software, complete with hundreds of well-reviewed, exam-realistic questions, customization options, and detailed
performance reports · A free copy of the CCNA 200-301 Network Simulator, Volume 2 Lite software, complete with
meaningful lab exercises that help you hone your hands-on skills with the command-line interface for routers and
switches · Links to a series of hands-on config labs developed by the author · Online interactive practice exercises that
help you enhance your knowledge · More than 50 minutes of video mentoring from the author · An online interactive
Flash Cards application to help you drill on Key Terms by chapter · A final preparation chapter, which guides you through
tools and resources to help you craft your review and test-taking strategies · Study plan suggestions and templates to
help you organize and optimize your study time Well regarded for its level of detail, study plans, assessment features,
hands-on labs, and challenging review questions and exercises, this official study guide helps you master the concepts
and techniques that ensure your exam success. CCNA 200-301 Official Cert Guide, Volume 2, combined with CCNA
200-301 Official Cert Guide, Volume 1, walk you through all the exam topics found in the Cisco 200-301 exam. Topics
covered in Volume 2 include · IP access control lists · Security services · IP services · Network architecture · Network
automation Companion Website: Companion Website: The companion website contains CCNA Network Simulator Lite
software, practice exercises, 50 minutes of video training, and other study resources. See the Where Are the Companion
Files on the last page of your eBook file for instructions on how to access. In addition to the wealth of content, this new
edition includes a series of free hands-on exercises to help you master several real-world configuration activities. These
exercises can be performed on the CCNA 200-301 Network Simulator Lite, Volume 2 software included for free on the
companion website that accompanies this book.
Preparing for the latest CCNA® Voice exam? Here are all the CCNA Voice commands you'll need to prepare for the
Cisco 640-461 ICOMM v8.0 Exam, in one handy, condensed resource. Filled with valuable, easy-to-access information,
the CCNA Voice Portable Command Guide is portable enough for you to use whether you're in the server room or the
equipment closet. This quick reference summarizes all commands, keywords, command arguments, and associated
prompts relevant for Exam 640-461, and offers tips and examples for applying these commands in live Cisco Unified
Communications environments. Topics covered include * Fundamentals: Unified Communications components,
functions, call signaling, media flows, and VoIP quality * Preparation: Configure Cisco switches, routers, and other
devices to support Unified Voice * Provisioning: Create/modify users, accounts, endpoints, directory numbers, user and
mobility features, and calling privileges * Messaging and Presence: Configure voice messaging, Cisco Unity Connection,
and Cisco Unified Presence * Management/Monitoring: Generate reports, monitor voicemail usage, perform backups,
and more * Support: Verify PSTN connectivity and define fault domains; troubleshoot endpoints, call quality, and
voicemail Access all CCNA Voice commands-use as a quick, offline resource for research and solutions Logical how-to
topic groupings provide one-stop research Great for review before CCNA Voice 640-461 certification exams Includes
configuration examples for Cisco Unified Communications Manager, Cisco Unified Communications Manager Express,
Cisco Unity Connection, and Cisco Unified Presence Compact size makes it easy to carry with you, wherever you go
"Create Your Own Journal" section with blank, lined pages allows you to personalize the book for your needs "What Do
You Want to Do?" chart inside cover helps you quickly reference specific tasks This book is part of the Cisco
Press®Certification Self-Study Product Family, which offers readers a self-paced study routine for Cisco® certification
exams. Titles in the Cisco Press Certification Self-Study Product Family are part of a recommended learning program
from Cisco that includes simulation and hands-on training from authorized Cisco Learning Partners and self-study
products from Cisco Press.
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